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IMPORTANCE OF COMBINING SKIRT WITH EISG (con't) 
• SKIRT will allow EISG to measure other contributors to the infrared glow: OH, NO+, •• _" •.. 
• SKIRT will obtain data during both day and night sides 
of orbits, thereby enhancina EISG niaht-o ••• 1r ~~~ ..... 
• Comparing SKIRT data from STS-39 and STS-62 will 
show the dependence of the glow on· · 
activity cycle. 




IMPORTANCE OF COMBINING SKIRT WITH EISG 
• Only by including SKIRT as part of EISG will it be 
possible to investigate all aspects of the alow Drocess. 
SKIRT aives IR spectroscopic cove 
• The elliptical orbits planned for STS-62 will provide 
unique opportunity to measure the IR, visi_._, 
glow as a function of altitude. Altitude informatio 
was not obtained by S 
• EISG nitrogen gas releases will Drovide the first 
combined IR, vis· 
plays in the alow chemis •• 1J • 
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THE ROLE OF INFRARED SPECTRA 
IN INVESTIGATING THE GLOW PROCESS 






2 + 0 -> NO + N 
Osurfac- ..... . -
Nsurface + N -> N2* 





• Reactions 2) and 3) are monitored by observing N02* 
and N 2* spectral emissions in the vis· 
ultraviolet. resDecti. _ ••• 
• Only by observing spectra in all three regimes -IR 
visible, and UV • can t 
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IR DETECTOR (2) 
DETECTOR 1 
DETECTOR 2 JACKET 
FILTER 3 TO 8 11m r POTTING COMPOUND 
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FUV IMAGING SPECTROMETER 
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STEP 1 1100 TO 2000'\ 





VISIBLE IMAGING SPECTROMETER 
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NOTE: 2 TAPE RECORDERS AND ElECTRO 


























Glow Spectra, Raw and Spectrally Corrected 
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RECENT GLOW DEVELOPMENTS 
(ORS. 4(1.3192) 
1. FLIGHT DATA-STS 391 
-NO RELEASES CONFIRM GLOW BRIGHfNESS 
RELATED TO NO SURFACE DOPING. 
-NEW AND IN1ERESTING 1R DATA (INCLUDING 
SKIRT EXPERIMENT). 
2. LABORATORYEXPERIMENTSI 
-CONFIRMN2 + 0 ATOM EXCHANGE CROSS SEcnON 
, ISLARGEI , 
3. STUDIES 
-DAYTIME 1-3 MICRON'IN1ENSITlES FROM SPACELAB 
2, IRT EXPERIMENT SUGGEST D . 
..... 
'. 
-..J' Lockheed EXDerlrnental Investigation 01 Spacecraft Glow 
L-_______________________________ -~ ________________________________________________________________ ~ ____________________ ~ __________ ~ 
-. 
Develop understanding of the physical processes leading to spa(;ecraft glow nomena. with emphasis 
on surface temperature and altitude effects. This develooment c 
Characterize optical instrument backorounds 
• Provide guidelines for thermal insulations 
• Characterize material selection for fliaht optics and associated spacecraft 
alion altitude selection for relevant missions 
'-., 
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SPECTRAL REGION 
VISIBLE (4000~8000 A) 
uv - FUV (1100·4000 A) 
IR (.8-20 MICRONS) 
..... -
MYSTERY 
-WHAT IS nIB SOURCE OF NO? 
LE. 0 + N2-> NO + N 
·WHAT IS mE SOURCE OF N? 
ATMOSPHERIC" ~ --. ... ~.,,...n 
I.E. 0 + N,-> NO + N 
- H20 IS A BIG PLAYER, IS ODD N ALSO' 
.WIIY IS D,'" ........ -........ 1'- ......... " ........ 
'. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF TIlE PHYSICAL PROCESS 




(I.E. RAM ATMOSPHERE (AL TInJDE), 11IRUSTERS, 
PLOW CLOUD INTERACTIONS (VEmCLE SIZE), OUT/OFF GAS) 
-CONS1TIUENTENBROY (VELOCITY) 
HOMOOENEQUS GLOWS (IE. THOSE INVOLVING GAS-GAS PROCESSES) 
-CONSlTfUENTS INVOLVED 
(I.E. RAM ATMOSPHERE (ALTl11JDE), TIIRUSTERS, 
PLOW CLOUD INTERACTIONS (VEHICLE SIZE), OUT/OFF GAS) 
·CONS1TI1:JENT ENERGY (VELOCITY) 
....... , 
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WHERE - II. SURFAC DENSITY 
[OS) . [NS) ARE SUR ACE SATURATED 
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· GLOW <CON'll'AMHNA'll'HONS (MAJlOm. ~NOWN) 
SPECTRAL REGION 
VISIBLE (4000·8000 A) 
UV - FUV (1100-4000 A) 
IR (.8-20 MICRONS) 
(MAJOR ) 
-NU'ROM SURFACH RECoMBINA'DOH 
I.E. N + N -> N2· (1400-1800 A) 
-NO (1900-2200 A) 11 
-N2 (2600-3400 A) 1? 2P OR OH BANDS? 
'AnON 
,,,"uuu-3800 A 
:NO, N~ li<AUb',,'USY:f Cl (!-;',4 MICRONS) 
-OH EMISSIONS?? (1.4-3 MICRONS) 
-. 
Exoerlmentallnve.tlgatlon 01 Spacecraft Glow 
HOMOGENEOUS 
'GAS PHASE' 
x. + v. _ XY· 
XV~ XY+ 
CHEMICAL PROCESSES 
x. + v. _ xv: 
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x. + v. _ xv: 
xv .. •. _ XV+ 
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